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(54)    Cardiac rate measuring apparatus 

(57) A cardiac rate measuring apparatus (9) which 
is intended to measure the cardiac rate of a driver with- 
out restraining motions of the driver. Skin tremors oc- 
curring on the surface of skin of the body are detected, . 
and level peak values of the skin tremors are held (93) 
to generate an envelope waveform signal as a cardiac 
rate signal corresponding to the cardiac rate of the driv- 
er. A skin tremor detecting means (8) may be mounted 
on a driver's seat belt (82) to detect skin tremors on the 
driver's skin without restraining his motion. 
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Description 

The present invention relates to a cardiac rate measuring apparatus, and more particularly to a cardiac rate meas- 
uring apparatus for measuring driver's cardiac rate during the drive of a vehicle. 

In recent years, developments have been in progress for a driving condition detecting apparatus which detects 
sleepiness, tiredness, impatience and so on of a driver of a vehicle during the drive, and informs the driver of such 
conditions to promote safety driving. 

In this event, the driving condition detecting apparatus measures the cardiac rate of a driver during the drive of a 
vehicle and determines his mental conditions such as sleepiness, tiredness, impatience, and so on4Dased on the cardiac 
rate. 

However, in order to measure the driver's cardiac rate, electrodes for detecting the cardiac rate must be directly 
attached on the breast or on the tips of fingers of the driver. Such electrodes cause a problem that motions of the driver 
are prevented by the electrodes under the car driving situation. 

The present invention has been made to solve the problem mentioned above, and its object is to provide a cardiac 
rate measuring apparatus which is capable of measuring a cardiac rate of a driver during the drive of a vehicle without 
restricting motions of the driver. 

The cardiac rate measuring apparatus according to the present invention comprises skin tremor detecting means 
for detecting tremors of the skin of a body to generate a skin tremor signal, and a cardiac rate detecting means for 
holding level peak values of the skin tremor signal to generate an envelope waveform signal as a cardiac rate signal. 

Skin tremors occurring on the surface of the skin of a body are detected, and peak level values of the skin tremor 
signal are held to generate an envelope waveform signal as a cardiac rate signal. 

In the accorhpanying drawings: 

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the configuration of a car accessory system in which a cardiac rate measuring apparatus 
of the present invention is implemented; 
Fig. 2 is a diagram showing an exemplary configuration of a navigation system 3; 
Fig. 3 shows an example depicting how an MT pickup 8 of the cardiac rate measuring apparatus according to the 
present invention is attached; 
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing the internal configuration of a cardiac rate detector circuit 9 in the cardiac rate measuring 
apparatus of the present invention; '. - 
Fig. 5 shows waveforms of signals output from respective constituent modules of the cardiac rate detector circuit 9; 
Fig. 6 is a diagram showing an exemplary internal configuration of a band pass filter 92; 
Fig. 7 is a graph showing the cut-off characteristics of a high pass filter 92a and a low pass filter 92b; 
Fig. 8 is a diagram showing an exemplary circuit configuration of the cardiac rate detector circuit 9; Figs. 9 and 10 
are flow charts representing a main routine of a driver's mental condition detection; 
Fig. 11 is a diagram showing a memory map for a RAM 13; 
Fig. 12 is a flow chart representing a.sleepiness determining subroutine; 
Fig. 13 is a flow chart representing a tiredness determining subroutine; 
Fig. 14 is a flow chart showing an impatience determining subroutine; 
Figs. 15-17 show other examples depicting how MT pickups of the cardiac rate measuring apparatus according 
to the present invention are attached; and 
Figs. 18-20 are diagrams showing other embodiments of the cardiac rate detector circuit 9 in the cardiac rate 
detecting apparatus of the present invention. 

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of a car accessory system in which a cardiac rate measuring apparatus according 
to the present invention is implemented. Referring specifically to Fig. 1, an audio system 1 is a so^alled car audio 
system which comprises components such as a CD player, a tuner, a cassette deck, an equalizer, an amplifier, speakers, 
and so on. The respective components in the car audio system 1 may be controlled their operations not only by a 
variety of manipulations from an operator but also by a variety of operation command signals supplied thereto through 
a CPU bus 100. An air conditioning system 2 is a so-called car air-conditioner for adjusting the temperature and humidity 
within a car. The air-conditioning system 2 has a temperature sensor for detecting the temperature within the car. and 
automatically adjusts the temperature within the car at a predetermined set temperature based on the temperature 
detected by the temperature sensor. More specifically, cooling air or warm air is blown into the car through a blowing 
hole until the detected temperature becomes equal to the predetermined set temperature. In this event, the air<:ondi- 
tioning system 2 not only performs the automatic temperature adjusting operation as described above but also is 
controlled its operations in response to a variety of operation instructing signals supplied thereto through the CPU bus 
100. The air-conditioning system 2 sends the detected temperature information obtained by the temperature sensor 
to the CPU bus 100. 
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A navigation system 3 is an ordinary car navigation system which detects a current location of a car and links the 

Z7:S:ZT~on''      "^''"^'^^ '° °" ^ thereby guiding the car to a 

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing an exemplary configuration of the navigation system 3 as mentioned above. 

«t tH^tl^Zf^^y     1'°        ' ^ 9«°"«9"«»'^ =«"sor 31 detects a geomagnetic (earth magnetic field) condition 
on 11 ^It    T ^^"^"^'^^ orientation information corresponding toa running direction of the car based 
on tJ^e detected geomagnetic condition, and supplies the orientation information to a system controller 32 A Global 

s^a^^Z!:SZV        T f 'TrTJ' '"^ ^        3^ -"cl distance me^S.?g 
signals transmrtted from a pluralrty of GPS satellites, measures the longitude and latitude of the current location of the 
car and supplies the system controller 32 with longitude and latitude information. A speed/running distance measur no 

^ h?s b^en^rrtld InT'"' TT' accumulated running distance from the tfme the engine of S 
Z«nc?i^L ' I? J ZT" ^^"^ ^"""'"9 ^P^«^ information and accumulated running 
to?;it,nl™r- " f' ''Snals transmitted from GPS satellites also include time data in addition 
to a distance measuring signal as positional information, so that the timer 34 is not necessary if the current time is 

thT^^^r "^l"^"^^"-"'^^^^ ^"""-9 '^'-tance from the start of the car engine is ZX^iZ 
tLZ?ZZ"T ^ H,    '"'^'"^°' ^"^ '^^^   '=^'^"'^»«^      th; distance of a certa,^ 
ni^sLrlJ ""^    ^" ^"^'^^^ '^^^"^'''^ ^P««^^"""'"9 measuring unit 35 is not 

informS'i"'^^'^ HTI^ '^^"^^ information from a recording disc which has a map information and a variety of road 
information recorded thereon, and supplies the read information to the system controil-r 32 

inio^^iiZT!^J!r!T''V^ """"'^^ °' '""^^ '''^ '^^^ '^^^"S^^     orientation based on the orientation 
roZmllTJi TH      ? S^^-^^Snetic sensor 31. and stores the counted value into an orientation/speed change 
b^^PdlT^ """^^^^ °' *s accelerated or decelerated 
based on the running speed infomiation supplied from the speed/running distance measuring unit 35. and stores the 
counted value into the orientation/speed change count memory 37. Further, the system controller 32 calculates the 
coordinates of the current location oT the car on the map based on the orientation, latitude and tongitude information 
s^Ji inn T     9->-^9"-t":^-'^-r-31 and the GPS unit 33, and supplies a display unit 38 with Icomf^^ftellbeo 

and t ZlT-^ ^ r   ° ^'"^'^^'"^ ^ ""^'^ °'    °^ °"      '^^^ 'Oration coordinates 
n^d on S/h ?h! H ^ '°     reproduced n.ap information. The system controller 32 further determines a 
c^rdinats i,!^     l^f T"'"^ (hereinafter called "the current running road") based on the current location 
sSnd7no1o f "^^^P^"*"^^^ "\^P 'n'ormation. In this event, the system controller 32 retrieves road information corre-" 
ofav^r^ ! H ^= described above from the road information supplied frorf, the CD-ROM 
exar^olfsuch r^dtflr:,::'"""'' road infomiation to the CPU bus 100 as currently running road infom^ation. For 

Lrrur^n,. T!^ ''"'''""^ '"""'"3    determined to be a superhighway, the system controller 32 sends 
rSd rSr^H ? T ' '° ' ^°     ^''^ '^"^       °" ^^'^^^       <="-«n«y running 

informronM^'^H^^T '^^"^^ ""^ orientation change count information and the speed change count 
TuoS?h.lT', ?K °:'^":t"°"^^P««^ '^'^^"g- -ount memory 37 in response to a variety of read command signals 
supplied thereto from the CPU bus 100. and sends the read information to the CPU bus 100 Furthermore'^the system 
fnTiln!f' 32 sends the current time information and the accumulated running distance information to the CPU bus 100 
in response to a variety of read command signals supplied thereto from the CPU bus 100. The display unit 38 displays 
an image based on a video signal supplied thereto aispiays 

.nmiHoH^"^ ^?""'' fTf"' ^'^ ' °"'P"'^ ^" ^"'^''^'^ ^^"^ message in response to an alarm sound 
toTnTl H" . '"^^     '^'T" '''''' '^"^       "^'^^ ^*=P'^y      S displays an alarm message in response 
^1^.11?, '^^ corrimand signal supplied thereto through the CPU bus 100. A fragrance generator unit 6 diffuses 
st-rnulative fragrance into the car in response to a fragrance generation command signal supplied thereto though the 
nZri A sleepy time zone setting switch 7 generates a sleepy time zone setting signal in response To the 
t^Z '"Trf r ''^"''^ ^ ^"'^ ^^"""^ ''^nal to the CPU bus 100. The driver pushes the sleepy time zone 
setting switch 7 when he himself is conscious of sleepiness An minor tremor (MT) pickup 8 is mounted on a bett 

TnTf^, H ^ ''^'^''""^ °" '"^^ """^^'^ ^^"9« °' 1»° 10 millimeters, which may occur 
ratfdefector circular ^""'"'^^ ^      ''^"^ ^°^'^=P°"^'"9 to the detected skin tremors to a cardiac 

Fig. 3 shows an example depicting how the MT pickup 8 is mounted on a ceat belt 

fti TH ' MT^-^^'"'.''^"^ '° ^'^ ^' ^ ^'^^"^ '''''"S ^-"9 82a is mcvably fit on a seat belt 82 attached to a driver's seat 
.ilnI?no ""^""'^"^ °"      ^'^^"^ "'''"S ''"9 82a. A transmission cable for transmitting the skin tremor 
signal generated by the MT pickup 8 is connected to a seat belt buckle 82c through a telescopic bellows membefS^ 
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wrapped around the seat belt 82. Stated another way. the skin tremor signal output from the MT pickup 8 is supplied 
to the cardiac rate detector circuit 9 through the seat belt buckle 82c. 

The driver, when fastening the seat belt 82. adjusts the position of the pickup fixing ring 82a so as to locate a skin 
tremor detecting surface of the MT pickup 8 in contact with the driver. It should be noted that the MT pickup 8 need 

s     not be in direct contact with the driver's body. That is. the skin tremor detecting surface of the MT pickup 8 may be 
brought into contact with the driver through his clothes and the seat belt 82. 

The cardiac rate detector circuit 9 generates a cardiac rate signal corresponding to the cardiac rate of the driver 
based on the supplied skin tremor signal, and sends the cardiac rate signal to the CPU bus 100 

Fig 4 shows the internal configuration of the cardiac rate detector circuit 9. and Fig. 5 shows waveforms of signals 
10    output from respective constituent modules of the cardiac rate detector circuit 9 

Referring specifically to Fig. 4. an amplifier 91 amplifies the supplied skin tremor signal having high frequency 
noise components rernoved therefrom to a desired signal level, and supplies the amplified skin tremor signal a to a 
band pass filter (BPF) 92. The BPF 92. which is a band pass filter designed to pass 10 Hz components of the amplified 
skin tremor signal a, supplies a filtered skin tremor signal b to a peak hold circuit 93. 

Fig. 6 shows an example of the internal configuration of the BPF 92 as described above 

, no^ ^'^^ ^^^^       ^^^^^      '® designed to have a cut<)ff frequency fc at 11.3 Hz. The cut-off characteristic 
,       n tT S'^ '"d'ca'ed by a solid line A in Fig, 7. A low pass filter (LPF) 92b is designed to have a cutoff frequency 
fc at 8.0 Hz. The cut-off characteristic of the LPF 92b is indicated by a solid line B in Fig. 7. The BPF 92 configured as 
shown in Fig. 6 allows the filtered skin tremor signal b composed of fiequency band components Indicated by a hatched 

20     area in Fig. 7 to be supplied to the peak hold circuit 93.      ' ' 
The peak hold circuit 93 generates an envetope waveform by holding respective level peak values of the skin 

tremor signal b as a cardiac rate signal c. The time constant for the peak hold operation Is set. for example to 0 1 
seconds. A tow pass filter (LPF) 94 filters out noise components mixed in the cardiac rate signal c to generate a cardiac 
rate signal d which is supplied to an analog-to-digltal (A/D) convertor 95. The cut-off frequency fc of the LPF 94 is for 
example. 5.3 Hz. The A/D convertor 95 samples the cardiac rate signal d at a predetermined sampling timing to generate 
a digital cardiac rate signal e whfch is then sent to the CPU bus 100. 
■ - More specifically, in consideration of the fact that a signal corresponding to a cardiac rate is rriixedin approximately 
10 Hz components of the skin tremor signal, the cardiac rate detector circuit 9 extracts components near 10 Hz from 
the skin tremor signal, and holds peak levels of the extracted signal to generate an envelope waveform signal as a 
cardiac rate signal corresponding to the cardiac rate of the driver. » - 

It should be noted that the cut-off frequency of the LPF 94 is selected to be 5.3 Hz which is rather tow as compared 
with the frequency of the desired signal at approximately 10 Hz extracted from the skin tremor signal, because the LPF 
94 IS composed of analog circuits and has a gently sloping cut-off characteristics so that a bit of the desired i0 Hz 
components are also attenuated. The value of the cut<)ff frequency for the LPF 94, however, is selected in order to 
provide larger effects of removing noise components, which is given a higher priority. Anyway, the cut-off frequency of 
the LPF 94 may be any value as long as the LPF 94 passes desired frequency components therethrough and effectively 
removes noise components. ^    . j 

Fig^8 shows an example of the circuit configuration for realizing the-cardiac rate detector circuit 9 as shown in Fig 4 
AS described above, the cardiac rate measuring apparatus of the present invention comprising the MT pickup 8 

and the cardiac rate detector circuit 9 is designed to detect tremors occurring on the surface of the driver's skin ranging 
from one to ten microns through clothes of the driver and the seat belt 82. and hold level peak values of skin tremor 
signa corresponding to the skin tremors to generate an envetope waveform signal which is used as the cardiac rate 
signal corresponding to the cardiac rate of the driver 
Thus the cardiac rate measuring apparatus can measure the cardiac rate of the driver without directly attaching cardiac 
rate detecting electrodes on the breast or on the tips of driver's fingers. 

Referring again to Fig. l. a digital signal processor (DSP) 10 performs Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) on an 
. n^^'f^^*"*'^"®" '^'""^^ 3"'* measures components at 0.05 to 0.15 Hz and components 

at 0.15 to 0.4 Hz of the RR signal, respectively. The DSP 10 sends the components at 0.05 -0.15 Hz asa Mayer VAteve 
related sinus arrhythmia (MWSA) value and the components at 0.15 to 0.4 Hz as a respiration sinus arrhythmia (RSA) 
value to the CPU bus 100. i        \ / 

The above-mentioned RR signal is composed of respective heartbeat intervals of the cardiac rate arranged in time 
series. For example, heartbeat intervals RRl - RR5 of the cardiac rate signal d as shown in Fig. 5 are time-serially 
arranged to generate the RR signal. The f^WSA value indicates fluctuations in the heartbeat intervals relative to res- 
piratory motions, and is known to be utilized as an activity index for the sympathetic nerve system. The RSA value in 
turn, indicates fluctuations in the heartbeat intervals relative to fluctuations in blood pressure, and is known to be utilized 
as an activity index for the parasympathetic nerve system. 

A central processing unit (CPU) 11 reads a variety of signals, as described above, sent onto the CPU bus 100 in 
accordance with a driver's mental condition detecting procedure stored in a read only memory (ROM) 12, and sends 
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a variety of command signals to the CPU bus 100. A random access memory (RAM) 13 stores a variety of Information 
intermediately generated during the execution of the driver's mental condition detecting procedure. 
Figs. 9 and 10 shows a main flow of the driver's mental condition detection executed by the CPU 11 in response to the 
start-up of the engine of the car. Fig. 11 shows a memory map for the RAM 13 for storing a variety of information 
Intermediately generated during the execution of the main flow. 

First, the CPU 11 reads current time information from the navigation system 3. and stores the current time infor- 
mation as a starting time Ts into RAM 13 at "A1" address (step SI). Next, the CPU 11 proceeds to the execution of an 
RR measuring subroutine for measuring the heartbeat intervals RR of a cardiac rate signal (step S2). In the RR meas- 
uring subroutine, the CPU 11 measures respective heartbeat intervals RR of the cardiac rate signal for a predetermined 
time period based on respective sample values of the digital cardiac rate signal e as shown in Fig. 5. supplied from 
the cardiac rate detector circuit 9. and sequentially stores them into respective storing locations in the RAM 13 from a 
"CI" address. For example, the CPU 11 first detects, in order, turning points at which the sampling values of the digital 
cardiac rate signal e as shown in Fig. 5 transit from an increasing trend to a decreasing trend. A turning point detected 
time is determined to be a signal peak timing if the sampling values of the digital cardiac rate signal e do not transit to 
the increasing trend for 0.5 seconds from the turning point detected time. Next, the CPU 11 determines a time interval 
between adjacent signal peak timings as the heartbeat interval RR and sequentially stores them into storing locations 
in the RAM 13 from the "CI' address. 

After the execution of the RR measuring subroutine, the CPU 11 proceeds to the execution of a heartbeat number 
calculating subroutine for calculating the number of heartbeats (step S3). In the heartbeat number calculating subrou- 
tine, the CPU 11 calculates the number of heartbeats per unit time based on the heartbeat intervals RR stored in the 
respective storing locations in the RAM 13 from the "CI" address, and stores the number of heartbeats as an initial 
number of heartbeats HRs into the RAM 13 at "A2" address. In this event, the total number of samples of the heartbeat 
intervals RR stored at "C1" and subsequent addresses in the RAM 13 is divided by a total heartbeat interval value 
calculated by adding the respective values of the heartbeat intervals RR to derive a number of heartbeats per unit time- 
After completing the execution of the heartbeat number calculating subroutine, the CPU 11 proceeds to the execution 
of the RR measuring subroutine for measuring the heartbeat inten/als RR of the cardiac rate signal (step S4). Since 
the RR measuring subroutine at step S4 is the same as that executed at the foregoing step S2, Its detalled explanatlori 
will be omitted. 

After completing the execution of the RR measuring subroutine at step 84, the CPU 11 proceeds to the execution, 
of a heartbeat number calculating subroutine for calculating the number of heartbeats (step S5). In the heartbeat number 
calculating subroutine, the CPU 11 calculates the number of heartbeats per unit time based on the heartbeat intervals 
RR stored in the respective storing locations in the RAM 13from the "CI" address, and stores this number of heartbeats 
as a current number HR of heartbeats into the RAM 13 at ■A3" address. After completing the execution of the heartbeat 
number calculating subroutine at step 85, the CPU 11 sequentially reads the heartbeat intervals RR stored in the 
respective storing locations in the RAM 13 from the "CI" address, and transfers the read values as the RR signal to 
the DSP 10 (step 86). By the execution of the step S6. the DSP 10 performs the FFT processing on the RR signal to 
extract components at 0.05 - 0.15 Hz of the RR signal as the MWSA value and components at 0.15 - 0.4 Hz of the RR 
signal as the RSA value, both of which are sent to the CPU bus 100. The CPU 11 fetches these MWSA value and RSA 
value and stores the MWSA value into the RAM 13 at ■A4" address, and the RSA value into the RAM 13 at -A5" address 
(step 87). 

Next, the CPU 11 reads the current time information from the navigaiion system 3, and stores the read current 
time information as a current time T into the RAM 13 at "A6" address (step S8). Then, the CPU 11 read the starting 
time Ts from "A6" address in the RAM 1 3, and subtracts the sta rting time Ts from the current time T to derive a continuous 
driving lime S which is stored into the RAM 13 at "A?" address (step S9). The CPU 11 next reads the car orientation 
change count information from the navigation system 3, and divides the read car orientation change count information 
by the continuous driving time S stored at "A7" address in the RAM 13, and stores the inverse of the quotient into the 
RAM 13 at "AS" address as an orientation variance parameter 1/aa (step SlO). The CPU 11 next reads the car speed 
change count information from the navigation system 3, divides the read car speed change count information by the 
continuous driving time S stored at "A?" address in the RAM 13, and stores the inverse of the quotient as a speed 
variance parameter l/au into the RAM 13 at "A9" address (step S11). 

The CPU 11 next reads the accumulated running distance information from the navigation system 3, and stores 
the read accumulated running distance information into the RAM 13 at "A" address as a traveling distance L (step 
SI 2). Then, the CPU 11 reads the current running road information from the navigation system 3, and stores the read 
current running road information into the RAM 13 at "AB" address as current running road information D (step Si 3). 
After completing step 813, the CPU 11 proceeds to a sleepiness determining subroutine (step S14). 

Fig. 12 is a flow chart representing the sleepiness determining subroutine. 
Referring specifically to Fig. 12. the CPU 11 first determines whether or not a sleepy time zone setting request 

signal has been sent from the sleepy lime zone setting switch 7 (step 891). If determining at step 891 that the sleepy 
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time zone setting request signal has been sent, the CPU 11 reads the current time T stored at "AS" address in the RAM 
13, subtracts 0.5 hours from the current time T, and stores the resulting value into the RAM 13 at "AC" address as a 
sleepiness occurring time Tl (step S92). The CPU 11 next adds 0.5 hours to the current time T. and stores the resulting 
time information into the RAM 13 at 'AD' address as a sleepiness occurring time T2 (step S93). After the completion 
of step S93 or if the CPU 11 determines at step S91 that the sleepy time zone setting request signal has not been sent 
the CPU 11 reads the continuous driving time S stored at -AT address in the RAM 13. and multiplies the continuous 
driving time S by a sleepiness determining coefficient n1. and stores the product S-n1 into the RAM 13 at "Bl" address 
as a sleepiness determining parameter based on a driving lapse time (step Si01). 

The CPU 11 next stores the orientation variance parameter 1/aa stored at "AS" address in the RAM 13 and the 
speed variance parameter 1/au stored at "Ag- address in the RAM 13. adds them to each other, and multiplies the 
sum by a sleepiness determining coefficient n2. and stores the product (1/oa+1 /au).n2 into the RAM 13 at •B2" address 
as a sleepiness determining parameter based on the monotonous driving (step S102) The CPU 11 then reads the 
current time T stored at "AS- address in the RAM 14. and determines whether the current time T indicates the time 
between 0 AM and 5 AM or between 1 PM and 3 PM (step SI03). Determining at step Si03 that the current time T is 
not between 0 AM and 5 AM or between 1 PM and 3 PM, the CPU 11 reads the sleepiness occurring times Tl and T2 
stored at "AC" and "AD" addresses in the RAM 13. respectively, and determines whether or not the current time T is 
the time between the sleepiness occurring times Tl and T2 (step SI 04). 

If the CPU determines at step 8103 that the current time T is between 0 AM and 5 AM or between 1 PM and 3 
PM. or determines at step S104 that the current time T is between the sleepiness occurring times Tl and T2 the CPU 
11 stores a sleepiness determining coefficient n3 into the RAM 13 at "83" address as a sleepiness determining param- 
eter based on a dnving.time zone (step Si 05). On the other hand, determining at step Si 04 that the current time T is 
not the time between the sleepiness occurring times Tl and T2. the CPU 11 stores zero into the RAM 13 at "83" 
address (step SI 06). After completing steps SI 05 or 8106. the CPU 11 reads the MVVSA value stored at ■A4- address 
in the RAM 13 and the RSA value stored at "A5" address in the RAM 13. divides the RSA value by the MWSA value 
multiplies the quotient by a sleepiness determining coefficient n4. and stores the product (RSA/MWSA)-n4 into the 
RAM 13 at "84" address as a sleepiness determining parameter based on the automatic nerve system (step S107) 

The CPU 11 next read the current running road information D stored at "AB" address in thef=1AM 13 multiplies 
the current running road infomiation D by the sleepiness determining coefficient n5. and stores the product D n5 into 
the RAM 13 at "85" address as a sleepiness determining parameter based on a running road situation (step S108) 
Subsequently, the CPU 11 adds each of the sleepiness determining parameters stored at "81" - "85" addresses in the 
RAM 13 to generate a sleepiness determining value Pn which is stored into the RAM 13 at "BS" address (step Sl09) 
More specifically, by executing step SI09, the sleepiness determining value Pn expressed by: 

Pn=S-Enl+(1>oa+1/ou)-En2+n3+(RSA/MWSA)-En4+D-En5; 
or 

Pn=S-Enl+(1/aa+1/au)-En2+(RSA/MWSA)-En4+D-En5 
is stored into the RAM 13 at "86" address. 

The CPU 11 next determines whether or not the sleepiness determining value Pn stored at "BS" address in the 
RAM 13 fs a larger value than a sleepiness threshold SN (step S110). Determining at step S110 that the sleepiness 
determining value Pn is a value larger than the sleepiness determining threshold SN. the CPU 11 proceeds to the 
execution of a sleepiness alarming subroutine (step Sill). 

In the sleepiness alarming subroutine, the CPU 11 supplies the CD player in the audio system 1 wkha play start 
command signal as well as with a high speed play command signal for increasing the playing speed of the CD player. 
Further, theCPU 11 supplies the amplifier in the audio system 1 withavolume increase command signal for increasing 
the volume of sound generated from the audio system 1. Furthermore, the CPU 11 supplies the equalizer in the audio 
system 1 with a treble and bass increase command signal for Increasing treble and bass components A sequence of 
these operations cause sound to be output with larger volume and with emphasized high and low ranges at a play 
speed higher than usual. Further in the sleepiness alarming subroutine, the CPU 11 supplies the air-conditioning system 
2 with an internal temperature decrease command signal. The air-conditioning system 2, in response to the internal 
temperature decrease command signal, supplies cooling air in order to decrease the internal temperature lower by a 
predetermined value than a current internal temperature. In this event, the air-conditioning system 2 adjusts the direc- 
tion of the blower hole such that the driver is directly exposed to the cooling air. Also, in the sleepiness alarming 
subroutine, the CPU 11 supplies a sleepiness alarm command signal to the alarm sound generator unit 4 and the 
display unit 5, respect."/ely In response to the sleepiness alarm command signal, the alarm sound generator unit 4 
audiDly outputs a message for alarming the driver that he is sleepy The display unit 5. on the other hand, displays a 
message for alarming the driver that he is sleepy in response to the sleepiness alarm command signal. In the sleepiness 
alarming subroutine, the CPU 11 also supplies a fragrance generation command signal to the fragrance generator unit 
6. The fragrance generator unit 6, in response to the fragrance generation command signal, diffuses stimulative fra- 
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grance into the car. 
In summary, the sleepiness determining subroutine shown in Fig. 12 utilizes the continuous driving time, monot- 

onous driving, driving time zone, and automatic nerve condition of the driver to totally determine whether or not the 
driver feels sleepiness. 

For example, when the driver has been continuously driving a car for a long time, i.e., when the value spnl cal- 
culated at step S101 presents a larger value, it may be determined that the driver feels sleepiness with a higher prob- 
ability. Also, with less number of times the driver has changed the orientation of the car and accelerated the car per 
unit time, resulting in monotonous driving, i.e., when the value (l/aa+1/au).n2 calculated at step S102 presents a larger 
value, it may be determined that the driver feels sleepiness with a higher probability Further, the driver will feel sleep- 
iness with a higher probability when he is driving aifter midnight. In the foregoing embodiment, when a driving time 
zone is between 0 AM and 5 AM or between 1 PM and 3 PM. the sleepiness determining coefficient n3 is added as a 
sleepiness determining parameter. It should be noted that in the foregoing embodiment, even outside of the time zones 
between 0 AM and 5 AM and between 1 PM and 3 PM, if the driver himself, conscious of his sleepiness, pushes the 
sleepy time zone setting switch 7, a time zone including 0.5 hours before and after the sleepy time zone setting switch 
7 is pushed is stored as a sleepy time zone (steps S91 - S93). Thus, the sleepiness determining coefficient n3 is added 
as the sleepiness determining parameter only when the driver drives a car during the time zones between 0 AM and 
5 AM and between 1 PM and 3 PM or during a sleepy time zone set by the driver as described above (steps Si 03 - Si 06). 

As the RSA value as an activity index for the parasympathetic nerve system is larger while the MWSA value as 
an activity index for the sympathetic nerve system is smaller, it may be determined that the driver is sleepy with a 
higher possibility. Thus, when the driver is.sleepy, the value (RSA/MWSA)-n4 calculated at step Si07 becomes larger 

When running .on a superhighway, instantaneous sleepiness would result in an accident with a higher possibility 
as compared with running on an ordinary road. To cope with this situation, in the foregoing embodiment, the current 
running road information D indicative of whether or not the car is currently running on a superhighway is multiplied by 
the sleepiness determining coefficient n5, and the product is added as a sleepiness determining parameter. Specifically, 
since the current running road information D is set to logical "1" when the car is currently running on a superhighway 
and to logical "0" when running on an ordinary road, the sleepiness determining coefficient n5 is added as a sleepiness 
determining parameter-only when the car is currently running on a superhighway as a result. Whi^e the foregoing 
embodiment adds the sleepiness determining coefficient n5 as a sleepiness determining parameter depending on 
whether the car is currently running on an ordinary road or on a superhighway, the present invention is not limited to 
this configuration. Alternatively, the CPU 11 may read information indicating whether or not the car is approaching to 
an accident frequently happening location as the current running road information D. by way of example, and a sleep- 
iness determining coefficient n6 may be added as a sleepiness determining parameter only when the current running 
road is directing the car to such an accident frequently happening location. In the sleepiness determining subroutine 
as described above, a sleepiness alarm is finally generated (step Sill) if the sleepiness determining value Pn. which 
is the sum of the respective sleepiness determining parameters, is larger than the predetermined sleepiness deter- 
mining threshold SN (steps S109 and S110), determining that the driver is sleepy. 

After the completion of the sleepiness alarming subroutine at step Sill, or if the sleepiness determining value Pn 
stored at "BS" address in the RAM 13 is not larger than the sleepiness determining threshold SN, the CPU 11 returns 
to the main flow as shown in Fig. 10 and proceeds to the execution of a tiredness determining subroutine (step S15). 

Fig. 13 shows a flow chart representing the tiredness determining subroutine. 
Referring specifically to Fig. 13, the CPU 11 first reads the continuous driving time S stored at •A7" address in the 

RAM 13, multiplies the continuous driving time S by a tiredness determining coefficient hi, and stores the product S-hl 
into the RAM 13 at "B7" address as a tiredness determining parameter based on the driving time (step ST21). 

The CPU 11 next reads the initial heartbeat number HRs stored at "A2" address in the RAM 13 and the current 
heartbeat number HR stored at "A3" address in the RAM 13. subtracts Hr from Hrs. multiplies the difference by a 
tiredness determining coefficient h2. and stores the product (HRs-HR).h2 Into the RAM 13 at "88" address as a tiredness 
determining parameter based on changes in the number of heartbeats (step Si 22). 

Then, the CPU 11 reads the MWSA value stored at "AA" address in the RAM 13 and the RSA value stored at "AS" 
address in the RAM 13, divides the MWSA value by the RSA value, multiplies the quotient by a tiredness determining 
coefficient h3, and stores the product (MWSA/RSA).h3 into the RAM 13 at "89" address as a tiredness determining 
parameter based on the automatic nerve system (step SI 23). 

Subsequently, the CPU 11 adds the respective tiredness determining parameters stored at "87" - "89" addresses 
in the RAM 13 to generate a tiredness determining value Ph which is stored into the RAM 13 at "BA" address (step 
Si24). By executing step Si24, the tiredness determining value Ph expressed by: 

Ph=S.h1+(HRs-HR).h2+(MWSA/RSA).h3 is stored into the RAM 13 at "BA" address. 
The CPU 11 next determines whether the tiredness determining value Ph stored at "BA" address in the RAM 13 

has a lager value than a tiredness determining threshold SH (step Si 25). Determining at step S125 that the tiredness 
determining value Ph is larger than the tiredness determining threshold SH, the CPU 11 proceeds to the execution of 
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a tiredness alarming subroutine (step SI26). 
In the tiredness alarming subroutine, the CPU 11 supplies the CD player in the audio system 1 with a play start 

command signal as well as with a high speed play command signal for increasing the playing speed of the CD player. 
The CPU 11 further supplies the amplifier in the audio system 1 with a volume increase command signal for increasing 
the volume of sound generated by the audio system 1. Furthermore, the CPU 11 supplies the equalizer in the audio 
system 1 with a treble and bass increase command signal for increasing treble and bass components A sequence of 
these operations cause sound to be output with larger volume and with emphasized treble and bass at a play speed 
higher than usual. K =y 

Also, in the tiredness alarming subroutine, the CPU 11 supplies a tiredness alarm command signal to the alarm 
sound generator unit 4 and the display unit 5. respectively. In response to the tiredness alam, command signal the 
alarm sound generator unit 4 audibly outputs a message for animating the driver. For example, the alarm sound gen- 
erator unit 4 audibly outputs a message for promoting the driver to take moderate exercises in response to the tiredness 
alarm command signal. i UICUMCTO 

In summary the tiredness detemiining subroutine shown in Fig. 13 utilizes the continuous driving time changes 
in the number of heartbeats of the driver, and automatic nen/e condition of the driver as parameters for determining 
the tiredness, and totally determines based on all these parameters whether or not the driver is tired 

For example, if the driver has been driving for a long time. i.e.. if the value S-hl calculated at step S121 is larqer 
It nr«y be determined that the driver is tired with a higher probability. Also, if the number of heartbeats is decreasing' 
i.e.. if the value (HRs-HR).h2 calculated at step Si 22 is larger, it may be determined that the driver is tired with a higher 

A ^ •    '"^       "^'"^    ^" ^''^"'"y parasympathetic nen/e system is smaller while the 
MWSA value as an activity index for the sympathetic neive system is larger, i.e.. if the value {RSA/MWSA).h4 calculated 
at step S123 is larger, it may be determined that the driver is.tired with a higher possibility The tiredness determining 
subroutine finally detemnines that the driver is tired and generates a tiredness alarm (step S126). when the tiredness 
determining value Ph. which is the sum of the tiredness determining parameters, is larger than the predetermined 
tiredness determining threshold SH (steps S124 and Sl25). 

After completing the tiredness alarming subroutine at step SI26. or if the CPU 11 determines that the tiredness 
deternming value Ph stored ar'SA" address Irrth6 RAM 13 is not larger than the tiredness<Jetermin.ng threshold SH - 
subrautte (sTep"ai6/''^       flow shown in Fig. 10. and proceeds to the execution of the next impatience determining 

Fig. 14 shows a flow chart representing the impatience determining subroutine ■: ' 
^P^^"^*^ ^° ^'3- the CPU 11 first reads the continuous driving time S stored at "A7" address in-the 

RAM 13 and a travelling distance L stored at "AA" address in the RAM 13, and divides the continuous driving time S 
by the travelling distance L to derive an inverse of a travelling distance per unit time. Further, the CPU 11 multiplies 
he inverse of the travelling distance per unit time by an impatience determining coefficient el. and stores the product 

(S/L)-e1 into the RAM 13 at "BB' address as an impatience determining parameter based on the travelling distance 
per unit time (step Si 31). Next, the CPU 11 reads the MWSA value stored at ■A4" address in the RAM 13 and the RSA 
va ue stored at "AS" in the RAM 13. divides the MWSA value by the RSA value, multiplies the quotient by an impatience 
determining coefficient e2 to drive a value (MWSA/RSA).e2 which is stored into the RAM 13 at "BC" address as an 
impatience determining parameter based on the automatic nerve system (step Si 32). 
.K OA^'^' ^'^'^     respective impatience determining parameters stored at the "BB" and "BC" addresses in 
the RAM 13 as described above to derive an impatience determining value Pe wliich is stored into the RAM 13 at 'BD- 

expressed by ^^^^"^ °'     ^^ep Si 33 causes the impatience determining value Pe 

Pe = (S/L)-e1+(MWSA+RSA) e2 to be stored into the RAM 13 at the "BD" address. 
.K  IlL^'?^ determines whether or not the impatience determining value Pe stored at the "BD" address in 
the RAM 13 is larger than an impatience determining threshold SE (step 134). Determining at step 8134 that the 
impatience determining value Pe is larger than the impatience determining threshold SE. the CPU 11 proceeds to the 
execution of an impatience alarming subroutine (step Si35). 

In the impatience alarming subroutine, the CPU 11 supplies the CD player in the audio system 1 with a low speed 
play command signal for decreasing the play speed of the CD player. The CPU 11 also supplies the amplifier in the 
audio system 1 with a volume decrease command signal for decreasing the volume of sound generated by the audio 
system 1. Furthernrrare. the CPU 11 supplies the equalizer in the audio system 1 with a treble and bass decrease 
comnnand signal for decreasing treble and bass components. A sequence of these operations causes reproduced 
music to be output with lower volume at a play speed lower than usual. 

In the impatience alarming subroutine, the CPU 11 also supplies an impatience alami command signal to the alarm 
sound generator unit 4 and the display unit 5. The alarm sound generator unit 4. in response to the patience alarm 
command signal, audibly outputs a message for calming down the driver. For example, the alarm sound generator unit 
4 audibly generates a message for promoting the driver to breathe deeply in response to the impatience alarm command 
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m^'l^nl*''^ in^Patience alarming subroutine, the CPU 11 further supplies a fragrance generation command signal to 

di Jnr!;;Th7" ''"P^.IT''® determining subroutine shown in Fig. 14 utilizes the inverse number of the travelling 
d,stance of the car per unrt t.me and an automatic nerve system condition of the driver as parameters for determ^ninq 
impatience of the driver, and totally determines whether or not the driver is impatient aeiermining 

For example, if the inverse number of the travelling distance of the car per unit time i e the value (S/L^ ei rai 
culated at the foregoing step Si 31 is larger, it may be determined that the driver is il easingiy ^^a^^r,' i!th a hiqhe^ 
probability. Also as the RSA value as an activity index for the parasympathetic nerve systems sZ^wh^ ^ MW^^^^^ 
value as an activity index for the sympathetic nerve system is larger i.e.. if the value (MwlS^SA -^2 ca cu^^^ 
the foregoing step Si 32 is larger, it may be detemiined that the driver is impatient with a high posslbimy 

Z sfSr In ?rr.'"^ parameters, is larger than the predetermined impatience determining threshold SE (steps S 33 
and SI 34). an impatience alarm is generated, determining that the driver is impatient (step SI 35) P =>i 

As described above, in the detection of driver's mental conditions, a variety of physiological data on the driver 

sZ sr sV^'T.        TT' °' "'^"^^"'^      MWSA.value. and RSA value are'sampld by the exlcutfr^ 
steps 84 - S7 in the mam flow. Next, data on the actually running car. i.e.. the continuous drMng time S orientation 

raTereas^rd?^''^' """T "T"'' '^""^"^ ^"""'"^ road information D, and trTveLg disSnce 
^.flnili r ^'^^     - ^"'"^^''^ depressed mental conditions during the drive i e 
tlTiitiT^T""' '^"'^^ °' are detected by the execution of steps S14. 815, and 816 1^^;^; 
words. If It IS detemnined. based on the physiological data on the driver and the data on the actually running car hat 
the driver is s eepy. step 8111 is executed to generate a sleepiness alam,. Also. If it is determined basL on me 
physiological oata on thedriverandthedata on the actually running cauhaf the driveristire^ 
ootTS" M ^'^T " " "^ased on the physiological data on the driver and the data 

TshouiH ^ ^"""'"9 ^^^^/•^^V^!^^"^^'^P^"'"'- ^'"P ^'^^ '^ '° generate an impatience alarm 
a olliitv of MT    ! °' P*9- 3 Shoe's a single MT pickup 8 mounted on the seat belt 82" 
a plurality of MT pickups may be mounted at different positions on the seat belt 82 as shown in Figs 15-17 
♦ I'^u f ^l?""^ ®" example in which two MT pickups 8a and 8b are mounted at two positions on the seat belt 82 

at which the driver, when seated, is in contact with them. posiiions on me seal belt 82 

MT ^ shows an exemplary configuration of the cardiac rate detector circuit 9 which may be adopted when the 
MT pickups 8a and 8b as shown in Fig. 15 are employed. aaoptea wnen ine 

9b a!?l!.n ?i^ yeci^ically to Fig. 18, skin tremor signals Si and 82 generated respectively from the MT pickup 8a and 
8b are supplied to amplifiers 9la and 9lb, respsctively In the block diag.-am shown in Fig 18 the amolifier 9la aPF 

hfv'eme sa'me ,""7' '''' T ^"^-^""^^ '''' ^^^d ciVrursSb,?^^^^^^^^ 
i Thl^fff 1 '"^ corresponding amplifier 91, BPF 92, peak hold circuit 93, and LPF 94 shown in Rg 
4. Therefore, the skin tremor signal Si generated from the MT pickup 8a is converted to a cardiac rate siqnaTbv a 
senes configuration of the amplifier 91 a. BPF 92a, peak hold circuit 93a, and LPF 94a. and the SiS iSnaMs 
supphed to a comparator 96 and a selector 97. On the other hand, the skin tremor signal 82 ge^e ^e^^om m^^^^ 

cTcuT93b'intLpT9r:nc;^^ ^'^"1    " ''''' configuration of the am'plifier 9ll BPF 92b, pelk hold 
JlTlll 9^"-and the cardac rate signal is supplied to the comparator 96 and the selector 97. A combination 

S2?nout Jp'oi ' T^^L    '"'^'^'^ " '"^'"^ '^'^ ^'^nal at higher level from the cardiac rate sign^s Si 
Tn suZir .K .K '■'^'^ '"P"'*^"     "^'^^'^^ "^^^^^"^ '^'^ «i9"al to an A/D convertor 95. 

Picklps 8aTn78rirav^'nTK^l^ " ^"'^ °' "^^ ^''^"^'^ Si, S2 from the two pickups 8a and 8b having a higher detection sensit«/ity is used for the detection of the cardiac rate signal 

on a      L'lt 8^3? whTch ,h?r'^ o'employing two MT pickups, wherein an MT pickup Sa is mounted at a position 
on a seat belt 82 at which the driver does not contact with the MT pickup 8a, and an MT pickup Sb is mounted at a 
position on the seat belt 82 at which the driver, when seated, is in contact with the MT pickup 8b 
F.g_ 19 shows an exemplary- configuration of the cardiac rate detector circuit 9 which may be adopted when the MT 
pickups mounted as shown in Fig. 16 are employed. Referring specifically to Fig. 19, skir! tremo^ sigriarll and S2 

^^.T   \   ,       tractor 98 subtracts the level of one signal from the level of the other and supplies the derived 

to ccTertoriTart'r''° " Tl^'-""9"-''- °' ^^'9- 19 the BPF 92, peak hold circu'^'ss, LPF 9^ and 
S^cff^.« i!        H    ! T ""T"^    '""^ respective corresponding functional modules shown in Fig. 4 
Specifically, according to the configurations shown in Figs. 16 and 19. by subtracting the skin tremor signal SI 
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supplied from the MT pickup 8a mounted at the position at which the driver does not contact with the MT pickup 8a 
from the skin tremor signal S2 supplied from the MT pickup 8b mounted at the position at which the driver is in contact 
with the MT pickup 8b. mixed noise components in the same phase can be removed from the skin tremor signal 

Fig. 17 shows a further example in which three MT pickups 8a. 8b. and 8c are employed such that the MT pickup 
8a IS mounted at a position on a seat belt 82 at which the driver does not contact with it. and the MT pickups 8b and 
8c are mounted at positions on the seat belt 82 at which the driver, when seated, is in contact with them 

Fig. 20 shows an exemplary configuration of the cardiac rate detector circuit 9 which may be adopted when the 
three MT pickups mounted as shown in Fig. 17 are employed. 

Referring specifically to Fig. 20. skin tremor signals Si and S2 respectively generated from the MT pickups 8a 
and 8b are supplied to a subtractor 98a through amplifiers 91a and 91 b, respectively The subtractor 98a subtracts the 
level of one signal from the level of the other, and supplies the derived difference skin tremor signal to a BPF 92a In 
the configuratiorn of Fig. 20. the BPF 92a. peak hold circuit 93a. and LPF 94a have the same functions as the respective 
functional modules designated the same reference numerals in Fig. 18. 

On the other hand, skin tremor signals S2 and S3 respectively generated from the MT pickups 8b and 8c are 
supplied to a subtractor 98b through amplifiers 91b and 91c. respectively The subtractor 98b subtracts the level of 
one signal from the level of the other and supplies the derived difference skin tremor signal to a BPF 92b In the 
configuration of Fig. 20. the BPF 92b. peak hold circuit 93b, and LPF 94b have the same functions as the respective 
functional modules designated the same reference numerals in Fig. 18. A combination of a comparator 96 and a 
selector 97 selects a cardiac rate signal at higher level from the cardiac rate signals 81. 82 input from the LPF 94a 
and LPF 94b. and supplies the selected cardiac rate signal to-an A/D convertor 95. In summary, with the configurations 
shown in Figs. 17 and 20. a skin tremor signal having a higher detection sensitivity is used for the detection of the 
cardiac rate signal, while noise components in the same phase mixed In the skin tremor signal are reduced 

As descnbed above, the cardiac rate measuring apparatus according to the present invention detects skin tremors 
occurring on the surface of the skin of a body, and holds level peak values of the skin tremors to generate an envelope 
waveform signal which is used as a cardiac rate signal. 

It will be appreciated that, according to the present invention, since the cardiac rate can be measured for a driver 
with a skn>tremoi sensor, i.e.. the so.-called MT-pickup. mounted on a seat belt, which is capable of detecting-skiri 
tremors occurring on the surface of the skin of the driver's body through clothes of the driver and the seat belt the 
cardiac rate measurement can be favorably accomplished without troubling the driver 

Claims 

1. A cardiac rate measuring apparatus comprising: 

skin tremor detecting means for detecting skin tremors of a body to generate a skin tremor signal" and 
cardiac rate detecting means for holding level peak values of said skin tremor signal to generate an envelope 
waveform signal and for detecting said envelope waveform signal as a cardiac rate signal. 

2. A cardiac rate measuring apparatus according to claim 1. wherein said skin tremor detecting means is mounted 
on a seat belt of 2 car 

3. 

4. 

A cardiac rate measunng apparatus according to claim 1, wherein a plurality of said skin tremor detecting means 
are mounted on a seat belt of a car: and said cardiac rate detecting means selects from cardiac rate trerrrar signals 
generated by said plurality of skin tremor detecting means the skin tremor signal having the highest signal level 
and holds level peak values of the selected skin tremor signal to generate an envelope waveform signal as said 
cardiac rate signal. 

A cardiac rate generating apparatus according to claim 1. wherein said skin tremor detecting means are mounted 
at a first position on a seat belt of a car at which the body of a driver contacts with said tremor detecting means 
and at a second position on the seat belt of the car at which the body of the driver does not contact with said tremor 
detecting means, and said cardiac rate detecting means suptracts a skin tremor signal generated frdm said skin 
tremor detecting means mounted at said second position from a skin tremor signal generated from said skin tremor 
detecting means mounted at said first position to generate a difference signal, and holds level peak values of said 
difference signal to generate an envelope waveform signal as said cardiac rate signal. 
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